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Abstract
The article discusses how young females navigate and develop a solid sense of two worlds in order to be
perceived a ‘good girl’ that can be positioned within the society and maintain the female gender identity that is
expected of them in the future. One world is where they are expected to show all the attributes of femininity and
beauty and the other world is where they are required to develop a strong sense of ‘self-control’, to be ‘a good
girl’ who complies with societal confinements and restrictions on their female body and mobility. This article
has emerged from a doctorate research entitled: The Making of a Good Woman: Analysing children’s narratives
on female gender identity and role in pre-school Saudi Arabia. It was a study into how female gender identity is
constructed in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) by analysing children’s (young girls 4−6 years) perspectives
within pre-school, exploring their perceptions of female identity and role in the KSA. Exploring the ways in
which gender identities were interpreted and manifested; studying the influences, apparent ideologies and
discourses that affect female gender construction. Through the analysis of the data, interesting results emerged
that exposed the consideration of gender roles, permissible and non-permissible behaviour and attitudes, and the
realisation that female gender is often constructed, in the KSA, through fear and restrictions.
Keywords: Saudi Arabia, pre-school, female, gender, identity, role, two worlds, navigate
1. Introduction
Today many consider Saudi Arabia a “closed and conserved” society due to its tribal, cultural and religious
features (Maisel & Shoup, 2009). This research pertained to how young girls in Saudi Arabia acquire their
attitudes on what is expected of them as females. The participant children were from different economical and
social backgrounds and different regional tribes (an important consideration in the KSA). The tribal traditions in
Saudi Arabia represent an important source for societal and national values that have affected and influenced the
formation of the country in different stages (Kostiner, 1990). The tribal traditions and hierarchy in the region are
recognised as presenting centralised figures of authority; however, today they are only deemed to be acceptable
if they are consistent with the main teachings of Islam. Any given society influences a child’s developing
knowledge through interactions with more experienced peers, teachers, parents, and others (Vygotsky, 1978).
There are strong influences on young girls from the Saudi State and from the adults with whom they are in
contact concerning how females should act, and this has to be compared with what these children may be seeing
on the Internet and/or other international media sources. There is thus the possibility of confusion for these
children in attempting to create their own world and develop a sense of belonging. Bronfenbrenner’s ecological
theory (1979) involving children’s micro and macro worlds can help to identify and describe the many
influences on young children. His theory was adapted and remodeled (see Figure 3) for this research, in order to
look at the influences on female identity construction in the context of the KSA, to frame the children’s worlds.
The microworld includes the many influences on female development, such as cultural beliefs and experiences
that can contribute to children’s notions of identity. The significant others include experienced peers, teachers,
parents, and other members of a society, all of whom can influence a child’s development. In the macroworld,
the Saudi Arabian government has dominant influences in the form of robust policies and notions of what or how
a female should act. Identification of these worlds together with the children’s narratives, were used to explore
the reality of female gender perceptions in Saudi Arabia. These days, children in Saudi Arabia are often
subjected to other influences such as the Internet and other media sources that can influence perceptions of
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identity. Consequently, complications can arise for young Saudi girls when they wish to establish an authentic
sense of belonging to their culture and society.
2. Early Childhood Education in Saudi Arabia and Its Influence
Children in Saudi Arabia all attend single sex schools, except for preschool where both sexes are taught together.
Traditionally, KSA Ministries have had separate departments for the education of males and females. This
separation was justified as being required to ensure that girls do not deviate from the educational aims for
females, safeguarding their role of being good mothers and wives (Al-ghamdi & Abdul-aljawad, 2010). Even in
the recent past, it was considered that KSA females should study only an Islamic based curriculum, and it is only
recently that women have been able to study subjects other than religion and education in universities (Sedgwick,
2001). Education was intended to make women ready for careers in teaching and nursing, which are regarded as
appropriate fields for women. The previous General Ministry for girls’ education worked under the supervision
of religiously conservative scholars and thus the curriculum was very different from that detailed by the Ministry
of Education for boys.
Presently, major changes have occurred in Saudi Arabian educational policy in the light of the SaudiVision 2030,
wherein it states, “we will prepare a modern curriculum focused on rigorous standards”. It also goes on to say,
“Saudi women are yet another great asset. With over 50 percent of our university graduates being female.” Two
recent publications concerning preschool education (Rajab & Wright, 2018a; Rajab & Wright, 2018b) deal with
(a) the new curriculum involving child-centred learning and how this may be difficult to implement in Saudi
preschools; and (b) whether children are carrying out their gender roles correctly within the scope of the new
curriculum. The second paper used interviews with the preschool teachers and included a comment from one
teacher that young boys find it difficult to adjust, even just to attend school together with girls. Thus, the
question of gender in Saudi preschools can be seen to be quite different from the remainder of Saudi education
and also from that in Western countries where boys and girls are largely treated in a similar fashion. It is
interesting to note that the aforementioned research involves adults and their perceptions, and not children. Thus,
this study with children is of great importance, as it explores the beginnings of gender construction for young
KSA girls, exploring the everyday nuances and routines of these childrens’ lives whilst analysing their
perspectives on gender and what they feel female gender identity and role are.
3. Methodology
The research questions formed the basis of the study and methods were developed to answer these questions.:
•

How can one identify and analyse how pre-school girls (4−6 years) in a pre-school setting in Saudi Arabia
(KSA) interpret themselves as gendered beings?

•

In which ways are gender identities manifested in narratives and stories and through ideologies and
discourses?

•

What are the influences on female gender construction in pre-school children and how do they shape and
construct female gender identity and role?

This study gathered data, entirely from the pre-school children, over a period of three months using observations,
story-telling, picture prompt cards, group interviews, drawings and annotations, i.e., ‘multiple modes of
expression’ that provoked the girls’ perceptions. In addition, a story book was devised specifically for use in the
Saudi context to prompt responses.
Although the research was not approached through a ‘narrative paradigm’, it employed a narrative approach for
data collection. This has been found to be useful by others working in educational research (e.g., Barone, 2001;
Estola & Elbaz-Luwisch, 2000). A narrative paradigm is based on communication theory first conceptualized by
Walter Fisher (1984). This claims that most meaningful communication occurs via storytelling or reporting of
events; and my study used both elements to encourage the children to share their perceptions. Story-telling
(either by children or by others) is known as a practice that allows people the opportunity to make sense of their
lives (Clough, 2002; MacIntyre, 1985) and it provides an inside view of a culture and how individuals can
become socialised into a cultural setting (Christou, 2006). The approach also employed Bronfenbrenner’s
theories (1962, 1979, 1986) and his socio-ecological system presents the vision of a female child in her social
world and places her in the center. Another theory that was crucial was the post-structuralist theory of Davies
(1989) and Walkerdine (1997) as these focused on identifying, exploring and analysing the linguistic and social
functions of discourses; investigating how linguistics is ‘produced and regulated’, and its ‘social effects’ (Bové,
1990, p. 54).
Bronfenbrenner’s ecological system theory gave me the bones of how a young girl’s life and personality is
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shaped and formed throough influencees and allowedd the conceptuualization of thhe young girlss’ world within
n the
context off the KSA. Post-structuralism
m gave me the flesh, the insigght to see the oorigins of thosee influences, th
hat is,
where do tthey come from
m, what were their objectivees, and what w
were the expeccted outcomes?? The research
h was
thus frameed within a post-structuralistt epistemological paradigm aand this was uused to questioon normative views
v
and expecctations of fem
male gender iddentity and rolle in a Saudi ccontext. This framework gaave me the too
ols to
consider thhe validity andd scope of the normative vieews seeminglyy apparent in S
Saudi Arabia cculture and to make
m
distinctionns between infformed and prrejudiced opinnions. Importanntly, the reseaarch also took into considerration
both internnal and externaal influences.
The schoool where the daata were colleccted was a statee school fundeed by the Minisstry of Educatiion in the KSA
A and
located in Riyadh, the capital
c
city. T
The pre-schooll setting is a kkindergarten w
which educates male and fe
emale
children toogether betweeen the ages of 44−6 years.
4. Results, Analysis and
d Discussion
wing exploress and discussees the results of the reseaarch and circuumnavigates thhe two domin
nions
The follow
necessary to be conceivved ‘a good giirl’ to be acceppted by societty and determiines the customs and normss that
frame andd sustain the construction off the female ggender identityy and role in tthe KSA. The home, school and
society creeate a triangle of constructioon; with each rreinforcing the philosophy annd stratagem oof the other without
contradictiions between those
t
three factors.

F
Figure
1. The m
main authoritiees that influencce girls’ gendeer identity
Source: Al Z
Zahrani, 2016.

Females m
must negotiate their existencce within the iideals and tradditions embeddded in the moral discourses they
encounter that determinee what makes a good womann. The diagram
m below demoonstrates pictorrially the processes
of the consstruction of fem
male gender iddentity and role in the KSA:
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Figgure 2. The maaking of a ‘goood woman’
Source: Al Z
Zahrani, 2016.

4.1 ‘Two W
Worlds’ Modell
To consideer the influencces on girls at the pre-schooll stage of life in KSA, our vvision must extend to the ide
entity
and role tthey may yett fulfil in the future ‘the m
making of a good womann’. The pictoriial diagram above
a
demonstraates that these young girls arre living withinn quite compleex social paraddoxes, where tthey are learning to
balance annd negotiate coontradictions tto become acceptable femalees in the KSA
A. On one handd they are expe
ected
‘in the privvate domain’ to be femininee in the extrem
me, in appearaance, dress andd behaviour. H
However, in pu
ublic,
femininityy must be covered and is bouunded through shame and feaar. (Z.SH) stateed, ‘… young ggirls shouldn’t walk
in the streeet and also the streets are danngerous’. In annother examplle of controllinng the appearannce of girls (GH.H)
stated, ‘If sshe is going too play football,, they are goinng to shave herr hair’. By conntrast, anotherr child implied
d that
she wouldd comply but thhen, ‘… after that she can pllay and do whaatever and nobbody will know
w about her’ (A
A.M).
This is sim
milar to Goffm
man’s (1967) frront stage/backk stage metaphhor—where thee dominants annd subordinate
es are
privy to a public transcrript and hiddenn transcript, whhich subordinaates are free too disregard in the private domain
as long as they show pubblic etiquette aand deference in the public ddomain. The research found that young girls in
the KSA ccan negotiate thhese variant soocial norms inn their social annd cultural fraamework. As thhey move or ‘shift’
between oone environmeent and anothher (i.e., publiic and domesttic), they adaapt their exterrnal behaviourr and
appearancee according to cultural expecctation. Based on this, I proppose what I calll the ‘Two Woorlds Model’:
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Figure 3. Thhe arenas throuugh which youung girls are shhifting
Source: Al Z
Zahrani, 2017.

My model was greatlyy influenced bby Bronfenbreenner’s (1979)) theory of ecological systtems, in whic
ch he
considers tthe external faactors in the huuman development of a chilld. He states thhat a child: ‘beecomes capablle not
only of participating acttively in that eenvironment buut also of moddifying and addding to its exissting structure
e and
content’ (B
Bronfenbrenneer, 1979, p. 47)). Young girls adapt their traaits, behaviourr and appearannce according to
t the
expectations of their mandated
m
envirronments (e.g., parents, teacchers, extendeed family). Thhe influence of the
mandated environment on a child cann lead to diffeerent perceptioons of skillfulnness and strenngth. In the prrivate
domain a female can bee viewed as strrong. For instaance, (S.M) staated: ‘Mummiees can cook, reead and work at
a the
same time’. This is suppported by Bronnfenbrenner, w
who elaborates how a child ccan be influennced by her mo
other,
who becoomes skillful at raising hher child whiile also engaging in moree than one ‘‘essential actiivity’
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 48). This is consistent w
with Martin annd Ruble’s (20004) postulatioon that children
n are
‘gender deetectives’, activvely seeking ggender informaation to categoorise gender iddentity and rolee. Moreover, in the
KSA, the gender roles and identity differ from thhe public to tthe private doomain, as eachh environmentt has
alternativee expectations of females, lleading them to change theeir external m
manifestations of ‘behaviourr and
appearancee’ accordinglyy.
There are six distinct ennvironments a young female may encounteer in the KSA:: school, homee, public, domestic,
national annd internationaal. In each of tthese, the younng female is expected to neggotiate a multiitude of factorss and
influences that are partt of the societtal frameworkk. In this reseearch, it was clear that the school and home
h
environmeents reciprocallly reinforce thhe gender segrregation positiooning with whhich a young ggirl must comp
ply in
order to bee a heteronymiic child who booth accepts, annd functions w
within, the ‘twoo world model’’.
At pre-schhool, a young girl
g studies thee same topics aas a young boyy. However, m
many researcherrs have highlig
ghted
that, even universally, many
m
educatioonal establishm
ments and teaachers assign different roles and expecta
ations
according to gender (C
Chapman, 2016). In this study, one giirl (S.M) statted that teachhers have spe
ecific
expectations about how the girls shouuld behave in thhe school enviironment: ‘the teachers in ouur school wanted us
to maintaiin cleanliness’’. This influennce on youngg female roless leads girls to modify theiir play, dress,, and
activities according to what is regarrded as a norm
m in their speecific school community too gain reward
d and
acceptancee. In the homee environmentt, a girl’s femiininity is mainntained or ‘prootected’ by maany factors. One
O is
fear: ‘Herr Mum will killl her with the kknife if she eveer goes out witth the bike in tthe street’ (R.A
A) and ‘she wiill hit
her’. Manny of the childdren were fam
miliar with sterreotypical imaages and activiities associated with her gender.
(SH.A) staated: ‘My Mum
m is always cleaaning, and thoose pictures [off men doing doomestic duties]] I see only on T.V.’
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This highlights how girls, even at a young age, can distinguish differences associated with female role
expectations at home, nationally or internationally. Moreover, young females are aware that, even in the public
environment, different expectations apply to them or to other females; for instance (SH.A) stated: ‘Because she
[Mum] is in the mall, she finished her work and went straight to the mall with her driver’, showing she is aware of
her society’s regulations. Once a young girl leaves her home and even her public environment, she encounters
different models. In this case, the young girl should be able to construct subjective characters in a fluid manner,
‘produce, challenge, reproduce then transform’ her actions in various settings (Barrett, 1980, p. 97). A young girl
depicted within the two worlds theory would ‘shift’, which Simpson (1997) explains as adaptation within each
arena; this is similar to Kohlberg’s theory (1984), where he states that cognitive ability and content for a child
are constructed and shift as they grow. This study suggests that, as the young girl develops, she will acquire
experience in more domains, and in each of these environments she will have to insert herself into the discourses
she believes in and values, with reference to gender and identity.
4.2 Girls Successfully Navigate Two Worlds to Maintain Female Gender Identity
Young girls in the KSA exist in two juxtaposed worlds: the ‘feminine’ world, in which feminine attributes are
accentuated, expected and recompensed and the ‘un-feminine’ wider world, in which these same attributes are
hidden and restrained. The data revealed that the young subjects of this study, girls aged four to six years,
realised that gender was situationally varied and were already able to navigate with skill between these worlds,
using complex syntheses to switch between them: ‘Mum is driving [only] in the desert’ (L.N). Presumably, this
mother would not be seen by others and thus her mother’s reputation as a ‘good woman’ would be maintained,
showing that the preservation of her good reputation depends upon the society and not the act itself. Another
child talked about enjoying ‘playing football’, but realised she had to stop when her ‘father saw her playing’
(M.N), illustrating that gender role and identity is situational, depending upon who is watching. Children develop
the knowledge and skills necessary to live and thrive in any given society (Weible & Dromsky, 2002). In
post-structuralist theory, children position themselves within discourses of masculinity and femininity; as
children, perhaps these arenas are more accessible (Davies, 1989). The results suggest that this may be the case.
This extract shows how a child uses her moral reasoning about social gender expectations to navigate her role
and identity: ‘she will say that she is going to wash the dishes and then after that she can play and do whatever and
nobody will know about her’ (A.M). The young girls were keenly aware that, in their society, gender accessibility,
gender mobility and gender participation are restricted: for example, that females should not enter the public
domain alone or drive or ride a bicycle in public. However, they also knew that the situation can change, that in
some instances this rule should be applied and in others it could be more lenient in application—a female can
ride a bicycle but not outside her own garden (correlating with the previous comment that gender behaviour is
situationally varied).
Hermans (2001, p. 325) refers to the ‘matrix of internal and external positions’, for females in the KSA: these
positions are twofold in each of the two domains: the inner female world and the external female world; internal
female public positioning and that expected for external female public identity. The findings revealed that the
female children understood these gender positions of appropriate dress. One of the books used as a prompt
depicted a female dressed in traditionally masculine attire. The children unequivocally rejected this
representation, exclaiming that a female should wear only pinks and purples, that their clothes should be fluffy
and that females should wear high heels. This could be regarded as typical feminine attire. Notably, though, they
did not say she had to be covered with a ‘hijab’ or ‘nikab’, which are the standard adult female attire in the KSA.
However, the children also knew that females should be covered when in the public domain. This demonstrates
that the children thought of dressing for two environments: one where they could be feminine and would in fact
be judged (a form of punishment)—‘people will laugh!’ (L.K)—if they were not; and another, where femininity
should be hidden. In their role-play, some children dressed themselves in an ‘abaya’ and ‘hijab’. There were
different ideas or notions of acceptable activities, as a young girl said that she could have a bicycle but that ‘it
should be pink’ (L.N). It is important to note that she said she had the right to a bike: it does appear, then, that
perceptions are changing, albeit in a limited gender framework. The research highlighted that children at this
stage actively define their gender discourses and many of the participant girls revealed typical feminine gender
discourses, such as body movement, wearing feminine clothes and talking about beauty and fashion. This was
similar to Blaise’s (2005b) study in Australia, which demonstrated that pre-school children actively maintain and
even regulate their societal gender norms in the classroom.
5. Findings from the Research
In the KSA, societal expectations for gender roles and gender identity, in respect of females, are not prescribed
in adulthood: the blue print and foundations for such are drafted and constructed in early childhood. The
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patriarchail society of the KSA, where males largely dictate what females can do (Doumato, 2010), has decreed
cultural and social norms that make ‘a good woman’; by extension, they also have felt the need to construct
firstly ‘a good girl’ and many notions of what constitutes such are derived from discourses propogated by the
same. However, it is Saudi society, as a whole, that first shapes the child’s world in the vision of the woman that
she may become; after this, they then narrow her existence to the point of childhood. This runs alongside the
‘blueprint’ that charts her development towards the identity and role that her culture and her society expects and
in fact needs her to embody, so ensuring that she is recognised as ‘a good woman’.
The research confirmed three important theoretical and practical positions regarding young girls in the KSA:
1) Females have to live, function in, and dress for two different worlds – a social paradox which they must
navigate successfully in order to sustain an acceptable female identity in these two worlds. There exists one
world in which she must be very feminine in both behaviour and dress; where she will be judged by other
females and males (who are privy to her private world) according to prescribed criteria on what constitutes ‘a
good woman’—a female by virtue of feminine appearance. In the other world, however, this same femininity has
to be denied, with female characteristics and features hidden, and activities and mobility restricted by gender. In
the latter another set of criteria exists, applied by patriarchal dominance, where the whole society will judge if
she is a ‘a good woman’—an accepted female through feminine constraints. In this world she is judged to be a
‘good woman’ by the amount of restraints she imposes on her femininity through her outward appearance and
manner with others, particularly males who are not regarded as one of her ‘mahram’—(male guardians).
2) Traditionally Saudi Arabia has been made up of many tribes, in what might be called pastoral societies. The
tribal/pastoral traditions, beliefs and ideologies relating to the purity and chastity of the female have fed into the
development of the sense that the female body does not belong totally to that female—it is the property of her
husband and male guardians where the maintenance of her female chastity and moral ideology supercedes
everything and anyone.
3) Finally, as young girls grow up, and in order to have moral citizenship, a shift is seen from female gender
autonomy to heteronomy, decreed by the authority which creates her identity through rules and discourses; her
society. Females must negotiate their existence within the hegemonic masculine powers which propagate and
promulgate the ideals and traditions within these moral discourses to construct a female that they believe will
determine what makes a good woman.
6. Conclusion
The children were very clear in what was relevant to them as a female within the context of their day in
pre-school. These young girls were aware of gender roles and identity within the context of their home and the
roles that females adopt in maturity, and it was noted that, although other female gender identities were
experienced, such as in story books, on television, or in discussions using prompt cards, the children were
absolute and final about their notions of female gender identity and role according to their perspective.
In order for the individual to adapt to the social world and develop her moral heteronomy, then both the inherent
nature and the reality of the world need to be taken into consideration, together with deliberation upon the most
powerful influential environmental forces (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). The KSA has strong, fixed ideals of what role
and identity each gender should have, and this reverberates from each of the layers of influence that constitute
and construct a person’s life. Ultimately, we are only a composite of the discourses to which we are privy to and
unless we ostracise ourselves from society and any outside influences, these discourses are continuous and
changing.
The logic and wisdom of Islam and the rights it gives to women to be respected and protected within a society
that is pious, good and beneficial for both genders who reside within it. Many of us are comforted by discourses
on the wisdom of Islam—after all, the basis of many cultural practices in KSA—which reinforce our love of our
culture and my religion. These discourses highlight the positive aspects of cultural practices, and in reading them
bring an understanding and conviction to accept the notion of ‘social order’ within the KSA, as well as its dual
purpose in protecting females and in the preservation of purity and piety. If we look at another example of a
society in a different country, would we find that females there are also constructed by their society’s
compliance towards hegemonic masculine powers that construct an appropriate female that suits the needs of
that society? This attitude might or might not be a suitable construction for the needs of the KSA society. People
need to fit into their own society, their own values and their own constructs of what they see as right or wrong.
Each one may be right and each one may be wrong; it is all dependent on a person’s subjectivity and positioning
and these are developed through discourses, imitation and ideologies. This research helped foster a realization of
some of the contradictions that exist within the KSA culture and the society’s attitude towards men and women.
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However, KSA females are proud to be a woman, and many are proud to be a Muslim woman. By the same
token, they are proud to be a Saudi Muslim woman. The KSA has made lots of changes to better the situation of
females and its SaudiVision (2030) has plans and policies to develop the situation to be more amenable for
female independence. However, it is sufficient to say that the most influential means of change will evolve
through education and choice.
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